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  Spotlight on….Kim Fleming 

 Kim Fleming is a talented illustrator whose extensive client 

list includes  HarperCollins, Allen & Unwin, Five Mile Press 

and Bright Sky Press just to name a few. She has just 

launched her latest book— ”Mummy you’re special to me”,  

which was written by Laine Mitchel and published by    

Scholastic, 2014.  Kim is featuring some of her original    

illustrations from the book here at the Hunt Club Community 

Arts Centre.  Her exhibition will be shown in conjunction 

with Leith Walton from May 9 to June 7, 2014. 

Can you tell us a bit about yourself and how your interest in children’s              

illustration developed? 

I have always loved drawing and painting and as a child it was 

an interest that my parents recognised and encouraged. As 
children we all draw and paint… I just never stopped! I grew up 

in North America and studied at a small art school before     
finding my first ‘real’ job as a ‘tweener’ (drawing all the in     

between frames for the ‘real’ animators who did the key 
frames) at a software company producing games for children. I 

suppose this is where my love for illustrating for children be-
gan. When I moved to Australia I fell into graphic design and 

many things besides illustration. But one fateful day I answered 
an ad in a newspaper to illustrate someone’s book (believe it or 

not!) and my career as a children’s book illustrator had its hum-
ble beginning. I never looked back. 

 

How do you go about developing new characters? Do you have a particular de-
sign process? 

Developing characters is a fun part of the process. First I write down attributes that the 
character has. Is he cheeky and mischievous? Is she sweet and shy? Somehow writing it 

down helps to solidify it in my mind and I refer back to the list often as I’m draw-
ing. I write down their age as well and might do some research to ensure correct body 

proportions, hair length, number of teeth, etc… (there is a big difference between a 1 
year old and a 2 year old for instance). Then it’s just 

draw, draw until something comes out right. I have to 
say I REALLY enjoy drawing animals too.  I always like 

having a bit of humour in my illustrations and it’s easy 
with animals – give a giraffe a long scarf wrapped 

around his neck and he’s instantly comical! 
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How would you describe your style? 

My style is for young children and I would    

describe it as fun, sweet and whimsical. 

 

Can you tell us a bit about your new 
book? 

My new book is called “Mummy you’re    
special to me” and not surprisingly is all 

about mums and bubs. I was working on it 
while celebrating my first Mother’s Day as a 

mother so it’s a pretty special one to me. 
Basically each page shows a different      

animal mum with its baby, and the text    
explains why the mother is special to the 

baby. There is a fair bit of cheekiness, a lot of sweetness, and a few little surprises in 
this book. I’d have to say this was pretty much a dream project from start to finish 

and I am very happy with the outcome. 

 

You have an exhibition here at the Hunt Club Community Arts Centre, what 
should we expect? 

I’m exhibiting some of the original watercolour illustrations from “Mummy you’re special 
to me” plus have the published book available for viewing and purchase.  I think it will 

be interesting for people who have no knowledge of the publishing world to see how the 
original paintings form the book.  

       For more information on Kim Fleming, please visit her website: 

     http://www.kimflemingillustration.com 

 

 

Signed copies of “Mummy 

you’re special to me” are 

available to purchase for a 

limited time at the Hunt 

Club Community Arts Cen-

tre for $16.95 each.    

http://www.kimflemingillustration.com

